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Peg writes: As readers of this publication
know, Lisa and I teach at Gustavus Adolphus College, a school that is proud of its
Swedish Lutheran heritage. We are named in
honor of Gustav II Adolf (reign 1611-1632),
the great warrior king of Sweden who was
known for his tactical brilliance, ability to
lead highly disciplined armies and his great
Lutheran faith. This great Lutheran faith,
perhaps augmented by a desire for greater
political and economic advantage, motivated
Gustav to embroil Sweden in the Thirty
Years War. While there are numerous ways to
understand the series of wars that comprise
the Thirty Years War, one dominant way is
that it was a struggle between Catholic and
Protestant. To the Protestant side, Gustav
lent the impressive strength of the Swedish
army to help break the stranglehold that the
Catholic Church exercised across much of
Europe. Wouldn’t it be scandalous to learn
that Gustav’s daughter Christina, his only
heir, both abdicated her throne and converted to Catholicism? That, my friends, is
precisely what happened. It is a tale of political intrigue, high drama, mysterious deaths,
economic coercion, and very, very strange
bedfellows.
Christina was born in 1626 and
Gustav ordered that she be raised and educated as a boy would, since she was to be
his heir. Her education was rigorous, and at
an early age Christina was fluent in several
This monument to Sweden’s Queen Christina is found in St. Peter’s Basilica in a place of great prominence,
languages.
Gustav was killed in battle in 1632
directly across the aisle from Michelangelo’s famous Pieta.
and the six year old tomboy became (not
quite yet) Queen Christina. Even such a prodigy was not yet ready to rule a kingdom, so Axel Oxenstierna ruled as
regent. At the age of fourteen, she was regularly attending the council meetings of the government of Sweden. In 1644,
Christina ascended the throne, already an accomplished politician, tactician, and intrepid hunter. She was a woman
who took complete charge. Against the recommendation of Oxenstierna, Christina worked to end the Thirty Years War,
which resulted in the Peace of Westphalia treaty in 1648.
Eager to turn Stockholm into the intellectual center of Europe, Christina regularly invited the intelligentsia of
the time, one of whom was Rene Descartes. Of somewhat delicate health, Descartes was unaccustomed to the harsh
cold of Sweden’s clime, which, combined with Christina’s demands for philosophical instruction in the early morning,
perhaps led to dire consequences. Not long after arriving in her court in 1650, Descartes took ill and died. Deservedly
or not, some philosophers hold Christina responsible for Descartes’s death.
While Descartes’s death was assuredly a blow to Christina, the Queen had many other items on her agenda, including growing diplomatic problems with Poland and all sorts of tax problems. As early as 1651 she proposed to her
council that she abdicate the throne, though she was temporarily convinced not to do so. Queen Christina experienced
a breakdown of some sort in 1652, and that seem to propel her further
Christina, continued on p. 3
down the path of abdication. Her political and tactical savvy, however,
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From the editors....
you, as if to say, “Really, you’d rather look
It has been a while since our last issue,
at a screen than walk with me?” She is
but rumors of our demise have been
incredibly well-mannered and calm, which
greatly exaggerated. We are back and
makes her the perfect office and classroom
hopefully better than ever, bringing
dog. She appears in our classes by popular
you the best in philosophical travel and
demand, and students regularly take her for
leisure writing from some of the top
walks around campus. As you can see, we
writers in the field.
could wax rhapsodic about her, which gets
This edition easily could have
in the way of publishing this ‘zine.
been entitled the Phoenix Edition. But
This issue contains many from our
we have chosen to title it Philosophers
regular stable of contributors and a few
on Roman Holiday, since we spent two
new voices Barb the Brief is back with her
weeks in Rome in January 2007 with
thimble-sized movie reviews. Naomi Zack
Peg’s brother John and his partner, Dagoes on the ride of her life in Russia. Abby
vid. We all agree that it was a fabulous
Wilkerson eats and thinks her way across
time, and our exploits and adventures
Paris. And Bruce Norelius muses on the
are the subjects of several stories in this
mystery that is Kyoto.
edition.
Note that we’re going electronic,
While our plan was to put this
which will not only single handedly save
current issue to bed early in the spring
the earth; it’ll also save you money! Now
semester of 2007, instead we welcomed
all you have to do is send us an email,
a new addition to our family. We adasking to be on the list. When we assemble
opted Tilde, The Best Dog in the World.
another, it will miraculously appear in your
Tilde is a rescued dog, approximately
inbox. (If you prefer paper, that subscripeight years old. She is a Shepherd and
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Malamute mix of some proportions
Tilde, the dog also known as ~
$10 rate.) As an added bonus, watch for
(Malaherd? Shep-Mute?). Or, in the
special “web only” articles! (Isn’t this all so exciting?)
words of two hip twenty-somethings at the Mankato dog
We always welcome submissions from our readers.
park, Tilde is “a knockout.” We’ve been amazed by the
hours that we spend happily with her, walking around cam- Note that, in some pieces, we ask for your suggestions and
comments. So please, keep the material coming. We prompus, riding in the car, and sitting quietly on the floor. She
ise to publish another issue….
makes it hard to crack open the laptops when she winks at

Philosophers on Holiday: A periodic periodical
Editors Peg O’Connor and Lisa Heldke
Movie Reviewer, Reporter at Large Barb Heldke
Web Virtuoso Jay Benjamin
Foreign Correspondents Alison Bailey,
Bruce Norelius (a.k.a. phashion
philosopher), Abby Wilkerson,
Naomi Zack
Culinary Expert Patrick McCormick
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Poetry Julie Johnson
Young Philosopher Sten Taracks

We borrow our motto from Ludwig Wittgenstein’s Philosophical Investigations.
Wittgenstein suggests that philosophical problems emerge when we forget
how words function in ordinary circumstances. When language “goes on
holiday,” we create our own thorny, knotty problems—and then we proceed to
chew on them for a thousand years or so.
Our ‘zine was born out of our recognition that when philosophers go on
holiday, we also tend to thrum up thorny little problems that keep us worrying all the way across Montana. Philosophers, unleashed in the ordinary
world, are dangerous—or, at the very least, highly amusing. Of course on a
good day, we can also be rather insightful. (Paying way too much attention to
the ordinary can produce real wisdom every once in awhile.) Philosophers On
Holiday attempts to bring all things philosophical and holiday-related together
in one place; the danger, the amusement, the bumbling, and, yes, the occasional pearl of wisdom.

On the web at http://www.gustavus.
edu/~poconnor
Email poconnor@gac.edu or heldke@gac.edu
Subscriptions Since we’re going electronic, just
send us your email. BUT, if you want a paper subscription, send us ten clams for four issues.
Submissions We always welcome your essays,
editorials,artwork, advertisements, photos, puzzles, letters, rants. Avoid time sensitive submissions. Ahem.
Correspondence Philosophers on Holiday, c/o O’Connor, P.O.Box 363, Brooklin, ME 04616, or heldke@gac.edu or
poconnor@gac.edu.
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particular plan was foiled when her servant betrayed her
plans to the Pope. Needless to say, Christina dispatched that
servant immediately. This particular act put a damper on
the relationship between Christina and the Pope. It did not
put an end to Christina’s quest for a new crown, however.
In 1667, for reasons that trace back to the problems
she experienced with Poland when she was still Queen of
Sweden, Christina returned to Sweden claiming she had
sovereignty over Poland. She fails in this crown quest too,
and returns to Rome.
Christina’s next twenty two years in Rome centered
on her intellectual pursuits. Her palazzo remained an epicenter for astronomers, philosophers, mathematicians, and
artists. While it seems as if her quests to rule perhaps subsided, she did manage to keep her hand in smaller political
intrigues. Christina died in Rome on April 19, 1689. She is
interred at St Peter’s Basilica.
As a philosopher-tourist, you cannot but notice the
presence of Christina all over St Peter’s. A large plaque
honoring her has pride of place directly across from Michaengelo’s Pieta. Her crypt is below this, next to the crypt
of Pope John Paul II. We like to think that the steady stream
of tourist/pilgrims were coming to see Christina’s final resting place just as much as they came to see John Paul II.
Fact: Christina stayed in the Villa Giulia as a guest
of the Vatican when she arrived in Rome.
Fact: Christina died in Room V of the Palazzo
Corsini. There is a painting of her as Diana, by Justus van
Egmont.
Fact: Even with all her disagreements with various
popes and cardinals, she left her library to the Vatican.
Fact: There is a monument to Christina in the Capitoline Museum.
Fact: The monument for Christina designed by
Carlo Fontana is directly across from Michelangelo’s Pieta
in St Peter’s Basilica.
Fact: Christina’s tomb is in the aisle of the Old
Grottoes in the Vatican.
Rumor: Christina shot a cannonball from Castel
Sant’ Angelo to the front of the Villa Medici when she was
late for an appointment.

Christina, continued

Memorial to Christina in Rome’s Capitoline Museum

continued to serve her well. She’d been in contact with
Jesuit priests, discussing her skepticism of the Lutheran
faith. Imagine that news traveling the Catholic grapevine,
wending its way to the Vatican. It was the conversion coup
of the century. The Lutheran Warrior King’s daughter (and
a Warrior in her own right) was converting to Catholicism.
It was the stuff of trashy tabloids.
Christina’s abdication in 1654 was greeted with reluctance, if not refusal, by her council. One account is that
her councilmen refused to remove her crown, so she herself
removed it and placed it on the head of Charles X Gustav,
whom she had named as her successor. Christina quickly
left her chambers accompanied by her court women. Upon
reaching the country’s border, she sent them all back to the
palace and continued on her way, dressed as a man as she
made her way to Rome.
You can take the crown off the girl, but you cannot
take the queen of out her. Her arrival in Rome was grand.
She entered the Piazza del Popolo riding a magnificent
horse. She already had converted to Catholicism prior to
her abdication or shortly after her arrival in Rome. She
was the Prize and Pride of the Vatican. Christina took up
residence in an opulent palazzo, and began to entertain
intellectuals, politicians, and, of course, various Cardinals.
For whatever reasons, in 1657 Christina set her sights on
Naples, wanting to seize it and become its Queen. That
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The Porta del Popolo, entry to the famous Piazza of the same
name. According to Wiki, this porta was constructed to welcome
Christina to Rome

Ou est Rene?

Alison Bailey writes: Fans of Modern philosophy will
be familiar with the story of Rene Descartes’ final days.
But how many of us know what happened to the beloved
substance dualist after his untimely demise?
The story begins in Sweden. Queen Christina got into
correspondence with Descartes through Chanut, the French
ambassador at Stockholm. So impressed was Her Majesty
with Descartes’ philosophy that she sent him forceful and
annoying invitations to have him at her court. Once she
sent an admiral to invite him over to Sweden, and later a
warship came to to fetch him. after initial reluctance, Descartes agreed and left for Stockholm in 1649. (I’m guessing the warship might have influenced his decision, but I
digress....)
Anyway, the Queen wanted Descartes to teach her philosophy. Though this was the only obligation he had at her
court, she was a busy girl and could spare time for lessons
only at five in the morning. His health deteriorated due to
the unaccustomed early rising in the cold of the Swedish
winter. In 1650, Chanut became seriously ill, and Descartes, in taking care of him, caught pneumonia on February 1 and died on February 11.
Since Descartes was--naturalment--a Catholic, and Sweden was a Protestant country, he was buried in a cemetery
reserved for unbaptized children. In 1667, his remains were
taken to Paris and buried in the Church of St. Genevievedu-Mont. During the French Revolution, his remains were
disinterred for burial in that famous, and oh-so-fancy necropolis, the Pantheon, with Voltaire, Rousseau, Mirabeau,
Marat, Victor Hugo, Emile Zona, etc. His tomb is now in
the church of St. Germain-des-Pres. The inscription Descartes chose for his tombstone was: “bene qui latuit, bene
visit.” (“He who hid well, lived well.”)
But here’s where things get interesting. A few summers
ago, I had a chance to spend a few days in Paris. Naturally
I wanted to find out what happened to Descartes after his
un-baptised res extensia was shipped back to France. So
I visited the church of St. Germain-des-Pres to pay my
respects.
Later that afternoon, however, I decided to visit the
famous Musee d’Homme. Having seen all of the anthropological wonders the museum had to offer, I decided to
amuse myself among the interactive exhibits of the children’s exhibitions. Absentmindedly, I wandered over to
what looked like the “Prehistoric Man” display. it consisted
of as eries of four cases containing skulls of Neanderthal
Man, Cro-Magnon Man and some other kind of man, and lo
and behold, “Modern Man.” This is where it gets weird. In
the case representing Modern Man, is a skull with the following label: “Le Crane de Rene Descartes (1596-1650).”

Proudly displayed below it is a tattered copy of Discours
de la Method. It is the cranium of the beloved author of the
cogito. And it’s part of the children’s exhibit on evolution.
Like a good philosopher, this whole experience has left
me with more questions than I had before I began the trip.
At what point did Monsieur Descartes’ skull get separated
from the rest of his remains? Does this mean he has to use
those American Express travelers’ checks for two parties?
Does American Express even make travelers’ checks for
substance dualists? Do we now have to worry about a head/
body problem? Finally, how did Rene’s head end up in the
exhibit it did? Was it the only skull of Modern Man they
had in their archive?

Care to learn more about le cerveau de Descartes? Check out
the new book Descartes’ Bones, by Russell Shorto.

freedom
Our youngest regular contributor is Sten Taracks, of
Minneapolis, who penned this piece back in November
of 2006, when he was eleven. Of course now he is almost
eligible for Social Security. Nevertheless, we’d like to
hear more from this young theorist, who is still, after all,
younger than we.

Freedom of want is the freedom to have
what you need. The problem is distribution of
needed objects. Some people are starving to death,
while in America, people are eating themselves to
death. Food and other valuable necessities of life
are either too much or too little. Hunger is definitely a distribution problem that is ruled by forces
of the world economy.
Freedom from discrimination is the right
not to be harmed because of a religious, racial, ethnic, or gender-related reason. In ethnic situations,
this problem can result in civil wars. In some nations, only a handful of people from each group are
fighting, while the rest are living in harmony with
each other. Governments should take power over
their groups and act as an ambassador between
them.
Freedom for participation should be held
in all countries. Freedom for participation includes
the right to vote, which tends to make the majority
of citizens happy with their government. A government is meant to serve the needs of the people, not
to serve the needs of the leaders alone. A totalitarian nation is not built to be a nation.
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The Spoiled American Philosophy Professors

Visit Russia and Mongolia Enroute to China
Naomi Zack (Eugene, Oregon), writes: At 6PM
on December 23, 2006, I arrived in Moscow from Milan.
Behind the glass the woman’s features looked harshly lined
and her streaked blonde hair was very dry. She checked my
face against the passport photo and flipped through the pages to where the Russian visa was pasted in. Half rising from
her seat, she consulted briefly with a colleague and then sat
back down heavily and forcefully stamped my passport. I
easily found my suitcase on the conveyer belt and headed
for Customs. They waived me through the green channel.
A number of people with hand-lettered placards
stood greeting passengers. I did not see my name on any
of them. Although my plane
had been an hour late, neither
did I see Kaarina, my traveling companion, who should
also have arrived at six.2 I
wandered around for a while,
happy to be in Moscow. I’d had
a Jewish Russian grandmother,
two years of Russian in college
and about 20 recent hours of
listening to “In Flight Russian”
a CD for tourists.3 I knew that
the Russia in my mind would
not be the Russia in reality, but
I still felt a special connection,
like my link to New York City,
where I grew up.
I was besieged by taxi
drivers offering their services. Some made efforts to
be charming and spoke a little
English. I would no sooner
decline one than another would
pop up at my elbow, as though
they were in a personality
contest. I found it difficult to
believe that they would think a
woman who was neither young, nor a hippie, would arrive
at Sheremetyevo Airport alone on a Saturday evening, with
no prior transportation arrangements---or if she were in that
situation that she would be so stupid as to get into one of
their cars. So when the ones who spoke to me in Russian
were particularly insistent, I produced, “Nyet, Spaseeba.”
No, Thank you. And finally just “Nyet.”
After about a half hour, Kaarina and I established
cell phone contact and found each other in person. Since
I had planned to visit my son Bradford in Rovereto over
winter break anyway, it made sense to combine that with
the Trans-Siberian Railroad trip. I had become aware of this
train journey from Russia to China, through a PBS documentary a few years before and the idea of it was like a tick
until the occasion presented itself. Kaarina was willing to
make the trip with me, because she would be meeting students in Beijing on January 5, as part of a biennial program
sponsored by Linfield College.

We found our driver and headed for Moscow. In
the city, we passed a huge glittering castle-like complex
with cupolas and spires. “MSU,” the driver said. Moscow
State University. The Hotel Universitetskaya was across the
boulevard on Michurinsky Prospect. It stood fifteen stories
in mid-twentieth century high rise style.
Our view of the city with MSU on the right was
magnificent. The two beds were at right angels, separated
by a rickety table. There was a full-sized refrigerator near
the window, not plugged in. The bathroom had a square
tub, half of which was a raised seat. The toilet seat was
thin plastic and the sewerage pipe leading into the wall was
bandaged with a black putty
like mass. The foyer outside
the bathroom smelled of old
urine. The room door latch
had a nail where its central
knob might have been. This
accommodation, the services
of our guide and driver from
the airport and to the train
station, the train ticket to
Ulan Baator, two nights in
Ulan Baator with driver and
guide services there, and a
flight to Beijing, were all part
of a package deal from Study
Russian, costing $2060 each.
We began to unpack. A
strong smell of fish suddenly occurred. Kaarina had
brought seven eight-ounce
packages of Northwest Wild
Salmon, as gifts for her Chi
nese hosts. While her bag was
checked it had been searched
and the TSA inspector had
snipped off a corner of one
fish package, allowing its
juice to flow over the contents of the suitcase. She had also
brought a five pound container of organic peanut butter,
which was to prove so useful on the train that to my mind it
more than made up for the tactical error of putting fish--any kind of fish!---in a suitcase.
Alexey, our guide, was a stocky young man with a
receding hairline. He wore jeans and a heavy leather jacket
with a thick plaid scarf. A small, fatly stuffed canvas bag
hung down the front of his body. He told us over coffee in
the hotel café that he would take us to the Church of Christ
the Savior, the Kremlin, and Red Square that day. His English was stiff but very good. The following day we went to
the Novodevichy Convent, which had been built in the 16th
century and was used to house inconvenient noble women,
as well as inter rebels so that their graves would not become rallying sites. Overall we were struck by the strong
presence of churches in the Kremlin and the importance of

Russia, continued on p.17
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Appearance and Reality: The Statues
Peg writes:Appearance and reality blur together in such interesting ways when traveling, sometimes
a consequence of time changes and jet lag, but more
often having to do with inattention due to preconceived
notions. On our first full day of exploring around the
Vatican and Castel San’
Angelo area of Rome,
I knew that I would see
more statues of every
sort that I could count.
Give me marbles, throw
in a bronze or two as
well as other materials I
could never identify, and
I see it all as “Statue.”
Everything big and
unmoving was a statue,
including the golden
hued one that I walked
right past on my way to
the pedestrian bridge
with the huge Bernini
statues immediately in
front of the Castel San’
Statue? Or guy doing a Goldfinger imitation?
Angelo. The statue was
a movie maker with a camera having a turn crank. I
thought it was a bit weird and out of context, but what
did I know? I paid it no heed. Until it moved. The
statue turned the handle
of the camera, panning
the crowd in one single
arc. Then he stopped and
remained absolutely still.
When someone else placed
money in the small golden
bucket in front, the statue
repeated his action.
As long time readers
of this ‘zine know, Lisa
and I have a hard time
distinguishing appearance
from reality, especially
when art is involved (see
“Appearance and Reality:
The Movie number 23,
Summer 2004). So what
was real about this statue?
Was it even a statue or was
it performance art of/as a
A rea limitation
statue? It was a real performance of an illusion.

One other human statue warrants
special mention. It
was a warrior with a
sword, “made” in the
aged greeny bronze of
hundreds of statues.
This statue drew quite
a crowd, since it had
a very theatrical way
of raising its sword in
a slow but menacing
way. This statue was
so effective because
it was right next to
another warrior statue
of ancient Roman. I
know that I watched
that ancient Roman
carefully, fully expecting it to move too and
Greeny bronze statue guy
being surprised when it
did not. Thus, my expectations had been inverted. I
now expected statues to move, and I did not trust that
a statue was not a living performance.

Real dog, world’s best version.
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Mouse Eyes

ness of optical mouse devices. Moments later another note
arrived saying “oops, it turns out I’m using one right now!”
Other members were silent, no doubt pursuing useful endeavors instead of mousing around.
Lisa went off to lunch; computer folks at GAC
were consulted. More accusations that she was a Luddite were heard. And yes, my observation that there were
probably high piles of stuff in various academic offices just
waiting to be mined for “free mouse pads” did end with a
free pad appearing at Lisa’s office door.
A good bit of confusion flowed from the not-quite-apt comparison to the TV remote’s “line of sight” issues and the
concept of an optical device that is cable connected to the
computer rather than “wireless”. Isn’t the English language
as morphed by technology interesting?
Our heroine is mousing away with tried and true
technology and we can only hope that the free pad is pleasing to the eye.
And the rest of you? Get yourselves a nice travelsize optical mouse. You’ll thank yourselves for it. Your
hand will feel better.

Barb the Brief writes: You may know that our esteemed editors have plenty of experience with the 4-legged,
squeaky, bane-of-one’s-existence mouse pest. But recently
Lisa got some new education in another mouse world when
her computer mouse stopped mousing. And a replacement
wouldn’t mouse either. What to do!? Did the electronic
mice know of the plight of the gray furry mouse band that
had been trying to live at PonH Headquarters? Was she
jinxed?
The dabblevick email list [Editor’s note: don’t ask.
It’s just another one of those email lists of people who don’t
necessarily know each other.] was drawn into the fray with
an email entitled “false economies.” Not having wanted
to spend money on a mouse pad that she didn’t really want
and believing that free mouse pads would just arrive like
manna from heaven unbidden, she had, as we say “waited
too long.” She had also discarded the apparently uncleanable/unfixable initial mouse and purchased a new rolling
ball mouse only to find that it too was “broken.” Only not
really. She determined that she hadn’t actually worn out
her mechanical, rolling ball mouse after all but rather had
worn out her DESK. Turns out her desire NOT to use a
mouse pad with a mouse that was designed for use with
a mouse pad had worn the surface slick enough to make
mousing impossible. The surface was broken, not the
mouse.
Comments from my corner of the list about going
optical met with scorn and rejection. And confused questions about how the thing could be used at all since her
“hard drive” (um, perhaps she means CPU tower?) was on
the floor, unseen by the mouse. Frantic attempts to explain
the science of optical mouse devices (it’s actually “looking” at your desk surface, not at the computer’s CPU tower)
led to even greater skepticism on Ms. Lisa’s part as she
exclaimed about how ridiculous it was to opt out of technology that was based on simple, elegant, ancient Egyptian
inventions in favor of something that was taking 1500
“pictures” of her desk’s surface per second to see where she
wanted the mouse indicator to point.1
• Suggestions to use cardboard or a stack of construction
paper as a mouse pad resulted in failed attempts to get rolling.
• Offers to mail her free, out-of-use mouse pads from our
house met with more scorn and skepticism. (This was a
good thing since a quick search revealed that I had thrown
them all out in a fit of uncharacteristic “throwing out the
unused.”)
• Reports of the uproarious laughter emitted from people
told about her situation were met with harrumphing.
Abby “World” Wilkerson was heard from, explaining how she couldn’t offer any help as she had no aware-

1. Lisa wrote: “Well, my sister has just sent me a website
explaining that I should get the new optical mouse because the
technology is going to replace the wheel mouse. Let me see if I
get this right: the wheel mouse uses a technology known as “the
wheel,” a kind of upstart invention that hasn’t really been tested
very completely. On the other hand, the optical mouse works
by simply “taking 1,500 pictures every second.” I think we can
easily see why this technology is more reliable and less prone to
breakage or malfunctioning than any ol’ stupid wheel thing which
has hardly had any time at all to prove its worth. I mean, heck,
the Egyptians didn’t use it to build the pyramids!

Ask Phil on Hol
Ellen Anthony, of Blue Hill Maine writes: I have
a research problem for POH this summer. Storage sheds. THey seem to be popping up all over.
What does this say about our culture--and why
now??
Readers, we turn to you; have sheds been popping up all over in your neck of the woods too?
What do you make of it? Send your answer to
Philosophers on Holiday, Storage Solutions
Division, c/o Peg O’Connor, P.O. Box 363,
Brooklin, ME 04616 or poconnor@gac.edu
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Asymmetrical Recognitions

Lisa writes, Spring 2005: Once, when I was in graduate school, Jimmy Carter walked into the smoky little
hole-in-the-wall jazz bar my friends and I frequented. I
remember my momentary confusion when, during his
handshake tour of the room, he reached me; where was
the glimmer of recognition in his eye? Why was I not
familiar to this man who was so utterly, so completely
familiar to me? Of course the confusion lasted only until
I could give myself a little mental slap and say “Dummy! He’s familiar to you because he was the president
of the United States and you saw him on television all
the time.” Television, of course, is a one-way pane. And
familiarity, it turns out, is not a reciprocal relation. (Insert knowing references to “Six Degrees of Separation”
and the Kevin Bacon Game here.)
I’ve reflected on that moment often during the ensuing years; it fascinates me for some reason I can’t quite
identify. There’s something about being confused in that
way that intrigues my philosphical self. But I’ve never
been confused in quite the same way since; it’s almost
as if the experience inoculated me against the possibility
of its future occurrence.
But ever since then, I’ve been on the hunt for other
experiences that could also be described as “asymmetrical recognitions.” And I think I just had one, finally.
Here’s what happened: I’m working in the library
at UConn this spring, in a carrel with a locked door.
Every time I go to the bathroom or look for a book, or
get a cup of tea, I remind myself “take your key.” And I
wait for the inevitable time when I’ll forget. Just now, I
thought the inevitable had happened. As I returned from
the bathroom, I couldn’t find my keys in my pocket. I
realized their absence as I was passing a young woman
studying, and I began to imagine the conversation I’d
start to have with her, about the fact that I’d locked myself out, and wasn’t sure where to go to get myself unlocked. My part of the conversation I imagined in a tone
of wry, ironic, self-deprecating hysteria. Then I got to
the part where I imagined her part of the conversation.
She, I realized, would have responded in one of the
ways that a 20 year old responds to someone more than
twice her age who is making something of a scene. You
can imagine some of the possibilities for yourself--or at
least you can if you’re more than twice as old as someone else.
Now, I’ve been being looked at as ancient by my
students for at least ten years, so it isn’t as if, in that instant, I realized I was officially Old. No; what suddenly
hit me like a ton of bricks is that I was looking at her
with familiarity—the familiarity that comes from having been twenty once, whereas she would be looking at
a person experiencing something completely and utterly
foreign to her—being 44. [Editor’s note: my, how time
does fly! Let’s just say 48, shall we?] Aging, I realized,
creates its own set of asymmetrical recognitions.
Now I can imagine all sorts of rejoinders at this

point, from people who are twenty (if, say, there were
any twenty-year-olds among our subscribers). “You
don’t in fact know what it’s like to be me. It’s different
being twenty today than it was when you were twenty.”
Yes, yes, I know. That’s a point about politics and
culture, though, and I’m making what I think is a kind
of phenomenological point. I’ve been twenty. When I
speak to a twenty year old and treat her just as another
human being, I speak as someone who has been there
and done that. When she looks at me, she doesn’t do
that--she can’t. She hasn’t been 44--at least not in this
life.
Here’s the nub of it for me: Just as Jimmy would
have looked blankly at me, if I really had said “Jimmy,
it’s me! Lisa!” so too would this student look blankly
at me, were I to act as if her world should encompass a
recognition of what it’s like to be 44 and to have locked
yourself out of your carrel.
This is hard to explain. I feel like Kant must have
felt, when he was trying to explain what makes a joke
funny, in the Third Critique. I still feel like I haven’t
quite gotten it.
Time Passages
And another thing about aging: you know how it
feels as if every year goes by faster than the one before? Understood experientially, of course, it does.
I look at it this way: my past is one single package. (It may be a ribbon, it may be a bag full of sales
receipts, it may be a set of pop-it beads, it may be some
or all of the above, but experientially for me, my past
is one collection of stuff, all of which has me as the
starring attraction. In other words, I’m not arguing for
coherence or consistency or cohesion when I say it’s a
package; I’m just saying that it all attaches to me in a
particular way. ) This past-package always occupies the
same amount of experiential room in my life—my life,
which occupies (and has always occupied) all of my
consciousness in at least one sense. When I was five,
my life was my life, and my past was this single package. Now that I’m nearly ten times that old, my past is
still this single package, taking up this same amount
of experiential room. But now, of course, so many
more years are cramming themselves into that package
that each one by itself, has far less space and far less,
well, time. When a year is one-fourth of your past, it’s
kind of a big deal—a long time between Christmas
and your birthday, if you know what I mean. But when
a year is a measly one-fort[y-eighth] of your past, it
hardly seems to measure as a positive number; the time
between July and December seems to have become
infinitesimal.
I’m sure psychologists could explain this in much
more satisfactory and scientific terms, but conceived
of phenomenologically, I’ve found it a great comfort
Asymmetrical continued on next page
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Nunspotting
invited to every convent open house when I was in high
school? Was my calling on a delayed ring? I was chagrined
and sheepish.
Of course, there is another way that we Catholic School
veterans recognize nuns. We see their recognition of our
Catholic school heritage when they look at us. There is a
certain knowing look, delivered in a direct and unambiguous way. I have no doubt that nuns have an infallible ability
to recognize us. We see it and immediately feel as if we
have been caught passing notes and prepare to go stand in
the corner.

Peg writes: Those of us who attended Catholic school
claim to have the ability to identify a nun in any and all
circumstances. We wily veterans don’t need to see black
habits. We can identify them even when they are wearing
what was called “Lay Persons’ Clothing” after Vatican II.
There is a host of what gamblers call “tells.” The accomplished gambler can read the cards off the face, tics, fidgets,
and small eye movements of his opponents. The opponent
is often completely unaware of these habitual and unconscious movements, but they give everything away. Those of
us who are Catholic school veterans claim a similar fluency
in identifying the “tells” of women who are sisters of a
religious order.
I always begin with a quick look at the footwear choice.
There is just something about nuns and sensible shoes of a
certain sort. Many of the sisters belonging to the Presentation of the Blessed Virgin Mary order who taught at Holy
Family Elementary and St Bernard’s Central Catholic High
School wore shoes that tied on the side. Others wore shoes
with low and--how to put this delicately--clunky, chunky
heels. Another tell is the sweater choice, which can be difficult to spot when the weather demands an outer garment.
But even in these cases, where one catches a glimpse, she
spies a cardigan. The cardigan sweater dominates. Never
clingy garments, the sweaters tend toward boxy and practical. Sisters always wear coats too, never jackets. Quilted
down was the coat of choice in Fitchburg, Massachusetts.
One day in Rome, when we were walking in the
area of the Piazza Navona, I started to do a little window
shopping. I saw a very hip black pullover fleece jacket that
had a rather flattering cut. It was sporty, and I happen to be
an expert in all categories of sports wear. I also saw pants
that were similar to the ones I regularly see in the Title IX
catalogue that all too frequently appears in my mailbox.
I could imagine myself in such an outfit. I had been just
thinking that I needed to retool my wardrobe. Italian women, even when not trying, can make the average American
woman appear dowdy, frumpy, unkempt, or something
equally unflattering. Black is my new favorite color; it goes
perfectly with my rapidly graying hair.
Imagine my shock when, with a sly smile, Lisa pointed
out that I was looking in the window of a store that sold all
and only ecclesiastical goods. How had this not been apparent to me of all people? What could this possibly mean?
Was I not infallible in my ability to recognize nuns or was
my inability to see the ecclesiastical nature of the clothing
a matter of their being on partial mannequins and not on
actual nuns? Was this some sort of divine comeuppance for
my arrogance? Was it a cosmic joke on me, who had been

Asymmetrical, continued
to realize that a year in my life really is getting shorter—
shorter, that is, by the only measure that really matters:
the measure of my own sense of it.
January 31, 2007 And here’s another thing about
getting older. I have no recollection whatsoever of writing this piece two years ago. I am familiar with the gist
of my claim here, but only because I have continued to
find illustrations of in the intervening two years. I do not
remember this specific episode, nor do I remember writing about it.
I’ve become accustomed to the fact that I no longer
can remember whether or not I read something before; I
just read an entire fat novel of some actual literary substance, and only in the last fifty pages or so did I have the
smallest inkling that perhaps I’d read the thing already.
But I didn’t really expect to encounter utterly unfamiliar
pieces of my own prose. Perhaps I’ve actually written a
novel, and just forgot to try to get it published. Perhaps I
should search my hard drive more carefully.
August, 2008 Sifting through my file for this issue, I
have actually come upon actual psychological evidence
for my crackpot theory, in the form of notes written during a conference at Gustavus several Octobers ago. It
reads “Dr. Carstenson trotted out a working theory she
calls ‘socioemotional selectivity theory.’ It includes three
pieces:
1. Humans are uniquely able to monitor time--including lifetime--and do so at conscious and subconscious
levels.
2. Goals are always set in temporal context.
3. Because chronological age is associated with time
left in life, goals change across lifespan.
There it is; an actual psychologist saying, in effect,
that every year does seem shorter, because they time
you’ve already spent is increasing. Validation! Now, if
only I can remember that I’ve written this....
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Toujours, Paris
Annunciation is unlike anything I’ve ever seen. An image
of Mary is like many others of her, but an enormous cloud
looms overhead, lightning beginning to flash from it. Its
dark borders gradually give way to a bright gold center
occupied by angels with black hair, black robes and enormous black wings. I could have spent the day looking at
this painting, but tapestries were waiting. Several of them
depicted daily court life in the middle ages. One showed a
lady doing needlework, with a servant sitting across from
her holding a mirror at a very precise angle. I couldn’t
figure this out for the life of me until I began to adjust my
glasses for a better look and realized, of course, no electricity—how else are you going to see your needlework? Then
a room filled with the famous Lady and Unicorn tapestries,
which are enormous, maybe fifteen by thirty feet, and far
more fascinating than I would ever have guessed, with rich
colors and intricate symbols.
On to Notre Dame, which is astounding in so
many ways, from the beautiful stained glass windows, to
the ways in which the architecture and decoration reflect
church hierarchy and theology, to the thousands of visitors (baguettes protruding from many a backpack) and the
thousand ways they are relating to the scene, to the confessionals, which are now large airy glass booths, with “Confessionals Dialogues” etched on the side. Take your pick.
I pause at the statue of Joan of Arc, who fascinated me as
a child. I could write a page alone about the gargoyles on
the outside of the temple, but will leave that for the guidebooks. Behind Notre Dame is a beautiful garden along the
Seine, and I walk through that to the open-air Deportation
Memorial, for those deported to concentration camps. You
descend steep steps between narrow walls into a courtyardlike space with rough high walls. Opposite the stairs, two
walls meet and an opening is cut at the base, maybe 3 or
4’ square, overlaid with horizontal and vertical bars. The
view through the opening is of the Seine, only the water,
cut off from the banks, the sky, the gardens, and the people
strolling. The feeling is overwhelming isolation, being cut
off from the natural world and from human connection. It
is different from other memorials I have seen, aiming not
to inform or give tribute, but to evoke—a space where the
affect of remembering is made tangible.
And then it is time to return to the maze of Gare du
Nord, collect my luggage, and meet the others heading to
the conference.

Editors’ note: Such is our production delinquency that Abby
Wilkerson has actually returned to Paris since writing this journal about her first trip to the city of fromage and Sylvia Beach.

Thursday, September 14, Paris: Still bleary from the
overnight flight, I become intimately acquainted with many
parts of the massive Gare du Nord metro station occupying several blocks and five or six levels. Sofie directed me
here because the train from Charles de Gaulle airport and
most other major metro lines connect, plus there are lockers for stowing luggage. Eventually (after a nun asks me
in French for directions and winds up patting me sympathetically, saying, “ah, dificil”—which I think translates
as approximately “you poor baby”) I find the train I want
and emerge at the Cite stop, one of those beautiful old art
nouveau ones, which happens to be the location of the Paris
flower market! What a place to emerge from underground
on a beautiful September morning, on one’s first and solo
voyage here. I cross the Seine into the Left Bank, immediately seeing that there is no need to feel self-conscious
about wandering along with a guidebook in hand, perusing
it every few minutes, since at least half the people on the
street are doing exactly that.
Looking for Shakespeare and Co. bookstore, the
famous hangout of expatriate writers, provides an excuse
to wander. The twisty streets and my bleary head make
this a slow process that includes a block like any college
town with five comic book stores and two Mexican restaurants, one touting the best vegetarian burrito in Paris. The
bookstore is just the kind of shrine I imagined, like any
good bookstore with a well-chosen selection of new books
and an enormous, random collection of used books, but
with lines from great books inlaid in little tiles on the floor
and framed on the wall, along with photos and drawings
everywhere of the writers who have hung out there over the
years. It’s a haven for emerging writers, with beds tucked
away in various nooks and crannies for the writer, reader,
tourist, or street person who needs a quick nap. The top
floor has been made into rooms for young writers to stay
in. Hemingway used the lending library there when he had
no money for books, and Sylvia Beach, the proprietor, took
him home and fed him when he was hungry. You can feel
all this history when you walk through the crowded rooms,
with the worn stairs and grooves in the wooden and tiled
floors where many readers have made a path before you.
Lunch: panini au trois fromages and a Coke Light from a
vendor (yes, diet coke is everywhere in Paris). I sit in the
park eating it and watching the students from the Sorbonne.
The park just happens to be on the grounds of the Cluny,
the museum of the middle ages, so I make that my next
stop. I have seen pieces similar to those in the museum’s
collection (which is mostly religious art), but of course,
never in a medieval building. (Four out of five women
here are, like me, dressed in a black t-shirt and black pants,
with short hair and glasses. Only one of our t-shirts features
El Vez the Mexican Elvis, though.) One painting of the

9/16, 1:17 a.m., Chateau de Montvillargenne, GovieuxChantilly: Sleepless in the chateau. I’m way too giddy,
plus a few dozen highly inebriated French wedding guests
are out on the lawn laughing, clapping, and singing at the
top of their lungs. While this is not restful, it is, against all
odds, annoyingly charming.
I arrived at the Chateau last night just in time for
the last five minutes of the champagne reception before
dinner. At dinner tonight, I sat with: 1) Carmen, a Basque
public health specialist, who entertained us with tales of
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to promote health by encouraging healthy eating habits
and physical activity, but that he has to call it a weight loss
program to get funding and to get women interested in participating, and he also is expected to publish the results as a
documentation of weight loss methods. With no prompting,
he admits serious doubts about the ethics of using the idea
of weight loss, which he does not think should be the real
goal, as a way of promoting healthy living.
When people start to say goodbye, I pretend I
always kiss everyone three times on the cheeks just like
they all do. Fortunately I’d carefully observed the timing of
the ritual earlier in case I needed to know, so I managed to
avoid any false lunges or embarrassing head-banging.

Basque men doing the high profile splashy home cooking, usually for guests, while the women still have to buy
the toilet paper and feed the kids; 2) Charles, a hilarious
ethicist from the UK but “most definitely not British,” with
an appreciation for Lubbock musicians (his knowledge of
music must be encyclopedic, since later I hear him talking
to the Finns about the Helsinki choir); 3) Stirpa, a Finnish
nutrition researcher and food safety authority whose explosive witticisms are signaled with the merest, almost imperceptible upper lip movement in the direction of a smile;
4) Jerome, a French weight-loss surgeon bitterly opposed to
about 70% of my talk (the conference topic is the ethics of
obesity treatments) but somehow in full agreement with the
rest, who after we were all seated tonight announced to me
and the others at the table, “No, you are not Abby, she over
there is Abby and you are Abigail,” and after a few glasses
of vin rouge expressed deep appreciation for my being so
much more sensible than “the other American” (whose
views are virtually identical to mine); and 5) Frans, a Dutch
science writer, literary scholar, mystery novelist, sharp
dresser, bon vivant whose sarcastic wit lessens in volume if
not frequency during paper sessions, to the delight of those
of us seated near him.
And there are two more tables of these people!
But now the wedding guests are silent, most likely having
passed out in chic Gallic poses under the trees, so perhaps
another page of my trusty American paperback and I can
get to sleep.

Sunday 9/17: After several of us share a cab into the city,
Sofie and Carmen take me to the Hotel Du Sejour on the
Rue du Grenier St. Lazare, just off Rue St. Martin. We pass
the Pompidou Center, with its postmodern passages like
hamster trails festooning the exterior, and the square with
Niki de St. Phalle statues cavorting in a fountain. A green
scarf in a little shop catches my eye and we stop. Turns
out Sofie and Carmen each have one just like it at home
already, Sofie’s blue, Carmen’s in warm autumn tones. Carmen settles on red for her girlfriend, and I decide the pink
one is perfect for Cindy.
Sofie and Carmen decide it’s time for one of the
first of several café stops they have informed me we’ll be
making. Carmen pretends to be impressed when I order
“café au lait, decaf”: “but you do understand French!” she
exclaims with a wink. Little does she know just how well
prepared I am for Parisian café society by all those International Coffee TV commercials over the years. We sit and
talk, our German, Dutch, and American selves feeling very
cosmopolitan here watching the pedestrians and the traffic
on the boulevard.
We stroll along the Seine past the used bookstalls
to the grounds of the Louvre, the Jardin du Palais Royal,
the Opera Garnier, Comedie Francaise. At a café I order
the “leck tart” which Sofie worries is not suitable for a
vegetarian, but proves to contain leeks. We stumble upon
a several-block stretch of flea market (where even though
I have never seen the likes of such bounty I prove myself
capable of restraint, Sofie and Carmen only having to turn
back and hunt me down once or twice, definitely no more
than three times). We walk and walk through the streets of
Paris until, as Sofie says, our hearts are in our feet. Carmen
leaves for her train, and Sofie and I continue to Montmartre
and Sacre Coeur. Walking through the Cathedral, Sofie recalls her father tracking her down in her teens at the beach
one Sunday when she was supposed to be in mass. We
giggle like schoolgirls and get shushed by a disappointedlooking man in a suit. We discover our mutual childhood
absorption in the imaginative realm of symbol and narrative
in bible stories, with their richly colored illustrations. It felt
important to inhabit a world mediated by symbols shared
with and valued by adults; we both were children who existed in the world of imagination as much as possible, and
now we both are adults whose fascination with narrative
shapes our professional lives.

9/16 6:16 p.m., Chateau de Montvillargenne, relaxing before dinner: Morning sessions. Excessive caffeine
intake. Can no longer understand the difference between jet
lag and global warming. Energy crisis of hitherto unimaginable proportions, worsening by the minute. Long lunch.
Open afternoon for conference “guests.”
Rest.
Leisurely stroll: sprawling estates, Range Rovers,
black and white goats, horse stables, castle gate with twoinch brass plaque (I was obliged to get very close to read
it, peering through my multi-focals) proclaiming “chien
merchant”—mean dog. For a couple of miles, walk behind
person driving beat-up white Citroen “walking” two dogs
by driving very slowly down the road while the dogs run
alongside and bark. Graffiti in the same paint on a small
outbuilding: “F--- tha police” and “Paris est magique.”
(Yes, I was an idiot not to bring a camera. This is the
Christmas card you will not be getting this year.)
9/17 12:21 a.m., back from the last dinner of the conference: Another wedding downstairs tonight. Thought about
crashing a few minutes ago when I heard Barry White singing “My Everything.” Perhaps the conga line could use an
American in pajamas. Oh, now they’re playing “Ring My
Bell!”
Another lovely dinner tonight with the gracious
Europeans. Inez makes a little speech about each one of us
(over 20 participants) and presents us each with the gift of
a literary cookbook. The public health researcher lets me
quiz him endlessly about the “weight loss” study he’s running involving 200 women. He says that his goal is really

Paris continued on p.16
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Hickory Crème Brulee??

Pantheon

Patrick McCormack writes: I am engaged in arguing a
point I cannot prove, and I guess that makes me either an
honorary philosopher or honorary physicist. The point is
about crème brulee and the history of this lovely toasted
custard treat.
I order crème brulee on holiday, while traveling, in restaurants, and never do I make this burnt binding of egg and
milk at home. My wife and I had a fire that destroyed our
home a few years back, and the thought of home torching
a confection of sugar, egg yolks, heavy cream, and vanilla
into a tasty crème catalana is anathema.
I am aware that the Romans first created custards, that
gentle heating is the signature of any custard, that the
French likely invented crème brulee, notwithstanding the
claims of Trinity College. First cited in Massialot’s cookbook in 1691, served with berries on the side, lovely to see
with browned taste and crisp skin over smooth cream, this
Cadillac of treats is not American in any sense (where I
grew up, a Cadillac was indeed a smooth ride).
My historical query is simple. Somewhere I have learned
that President Andrew Jackson brought crème brulee to
America, for a state dinner to be served to the French
Ambassador. He invented crème brulee for the Americas.
This rough spun warrior and scabrous scalawag gifted
genteel society with crème as burnt as the British at the
Battle of New Orleans. Did I learn this from Paul Johnson’s
A History of the American People? My copy is itself long
burnt, counted, claimed, and the insurance money spent on
frivolous books of cupcake recipes.
I simply do not know. As I ponder this puzzle, my wife
demurs, and claims that I am wrong, and I stand naked
before her insistence on proofs, citations, facts. There ought
to be a master’s thesis in this question for some hardy and
hungry student, is what I say. Old Hickory did bring crème
brulee to the Americas, the story is too good not to believe,
and therefore ought to be truest, even if not true.
Patrick lives in New Brighton, Minnesota, and has just
published his first murder mystery. Look for Death in the
Grotto online....

Be Still My

More White House Morsels
Patrick, we have a feeling you’re in luck! The
readers of this ‘zine include several self-identified fountains
of useless information. We have complete faith that one of
these bubblers will either a) own a copy of A History of the
American People, or b) possess an independent source that
either confirms or disconfirms this delicious culinary tidbit.
But while we are on the subject of presidents and food,
we can’t resist a couple of other choice morsels; an anecdote and a museum recommendation. First, the anecdote:
It is alleged that Thomas Jefferson was such a francophile
in the dining room that Patrick Henry said of him that he
“abjured his native victuals.”
And now for a museum recommendation. If you ever
find yourself in Providence, Rhode Island with nothing
particular to do, hie yourself over to Johnson and Wales
University. Its culinary school houses a quirky museum that
includes everything from a (surprisingly large) collection of
cookstoves-through-the-ages, to the entire astonishing (take
that however you like) body of work of a chef, who, in
his spare time, created Pieces of Art out of wine corks and
burnt matches. Perhaps the most endearing collection of
artifacts at the museum, however, is the one that includes a
piece of food-related something-or-other from every single
U.S. president. Menus predominate, but there are also letters, including one from Bess Truman, thanking someone
for the gift of cottage cheese, which apparently the Truman
family adored. Bess described it as “that rare treat.” So,
next time you dig your fork into that mound of moist and
tangy curds, be thankful that you live in a day and age in
which you can march down to your favorite supermarket
and get cottage cheese any time you like, winter or summer,
day or night.

(Artichoke)

Heart

Lisa writes: It is supremely fortunate that I did not discover the Roman dish known on menus as “artichokes in the
Jewish Style” until about four days before the end of our two-week Roman holiday in January of 2007. Let’s just
say that a steady diet of these would probably not have been healthful--even though I would have been careful to
balance them well with plenty of gelato.
What, you ask, is an artichoke in the Jewish style? Picture this: an artichoke, pared down to its bare, edible bones, and then deep friend in, oh, let’s say olive oil, shall we? I cannot begin to describe how delectable are
the leaves (petals?) of an artichoke, when they have been deep fried to a crispy deliciousness.
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Gastronomique
Mix Master 500

In the lead--me and my Mix Master-full-speed, blend in the cake flour,
egg whites wondering if they’re eggs or
meringue or cake batter...
and with the natural skill of a pro, after
crossing the line, I push up my goggles
and cruise around one more time to cool.
I come to my pit and know just when to
lift the beaters and cut the engine.

How Mom’s Ladies Aid cakes ever made it
to the church all, I’ll never know.
Her tow-headed daughter, in from riding the range
or trading with Indians, hears the warm-up for
Step #1: “beat on low speed for two minutes,
stirring constantly.” I ask if I can help, put on
my helmet and goggles and move into position.

“Step #2--beat on high speed until peaks are stiff”:
I pull on my leather gloves, crank
that old Mix Master up to high, and we’re off.
Dirt flies, there’s smoke; the crowd leans against the fence,
stands up, cheers, waves their stock-car favorites to higher
speeds.
I slow a little for the curve,
hanging on to the Mix Master controls for balance,
feeling the strain of safety belts across shoulder and
chest. On to the straightaway--old Mix Mastger
hot and blazing in egg white glory--then
sloowing in to the pits for tire changes and oil.

Crowd cheering, I strut out of the
kitchen and into afternoon sunlight
on to the streets of Dodge City to see who’s
come in to town for supplies, and to see
that the peace is kept.
Later that afternoon at Ladies Aid, the
car-race cake sits next to ham sandwiches
and jello and egg coffee while humns are
sung and someone has devotions and
bandages are rolled for Africa and South America.

“Add flour and blend thoroughly.”
How can I “blend” and still rev my
rpm’s and gun that car out of the pits
and ‘round and ‘round and drive ‘round
wreckage and flames and fire-trucks and
pile-ups to get to that checkered towel
there, just ahead--at the finish line.

And still later someone says, “This cake is so light!”--and
I lean back on my black metal folding chair,
goggles and leather gloves, pulling back on the stick,
bi-plane lifting off just right, banking towards
Africa or South America--loaded with bandages,
white silk scarf blowing behind me....
Julie Johnson

Whoopee!!!!
Dig back into your long term memory, if you will, to our
last issue of Phil on Hol, in which we published a recipe for
whoopee pies, courtesy of Lisa Bergin and Claire Strader.
What you see before you is a (much younger) Yuval Tessman-Bar On tucking into a W. P. made for her by her mom,
Lisa Tessman, from that very recipe!!! How was it, Yuval?
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roman cookery:
Deprivation and Suffering

When in Rome, there is of course no more traditional tourist activity than translating recipes into English and
attempting to cook them. Here is Lisa’s effort, done without the aid of any Italian language study whatsoever!!! Yep, it’s
true! All she used were her non-native intelligence and an Italian-English dictionary. Can you tell? She was a bit surprised
to see how bleak and, well, violent Italian cooking is. You’d never know, when eating a dish, how much its ingredients
suffered.
Fusilli with Eggplant
350 g. fusilli
2 eggplants (oblong)
300 g. San Marzano tomatoes, ripe and “ben sodi” [who is this Ben Sodi? The dictionary could not enlighten]
2 T. olive oil
2 T grated pecorino
2 cloves garlic
Chili pepper, salt, parsley
Wash the eggplant, deprive it of its stem, and cut it into cubes without the skin. Dust with salt and “disponatele” in a colander for about an hour, till something about sponges. Then scald the tomatoes, skin them, deprive them of their seeds and
cut into filetti. Heat the oil in a large frying pan, over moderate fire, gild the garlic, skinned and sliced, the pepper. Rinse
the eggplant, then press with the hands and dry with a paper of the kitchen. Put it in the fry pan to suffer, raise the flame,
and when it inevitably colors, stir frequently for one quarter hour. Lower the flame and eventually cook for 10 minutes
more. To the left of the end of the cooking, heap the eggplant on the edge of the fry pan and, in the center, put the tomato
pieces but don’t cook, only heat. Mix everything and taste, first of the salt “perche” the eggplant, then of the sauce; Keep
it rather salty. Season the pasta, cooked al dente, with the sauce of vegetables and serve very hot sprinkled with parsley
and cheese.

Mussel Bound
Lisa writes: I am, it appears, a situational mussel eater, just
in the way that other people are social smokers, or contexual drinkers. Give me the right situation—say, a glass of
Riptide Red Ale and a table full of friends in the pub at the
Brooklin Inn—and I’ll consume the better part of a bowl of
steamed mussels all by myself. Confront me with a mussel
in the state of nature, on the other hand, and I become more
quivering and gelatinous than the mussel itself.
I learned to eat mussels in the aforementioned
Brooklin Inn pub, from Peg’s mum, Ann. She ordered
mussels for dinner one evening; when I expressed a certain trepidatious curiosity about them, she offered me one.
Perhaps it was the Dijon cream sauce in which the mussels
swam. Perhaps it was the convivial atmosphere that Ann
and Jack (Peg’s dad) always create in a restaurant. Perhaps
it was the fact that, when you come right down to it, the
darn things are so small they can slip down without you so
much noticing. Whatever the case, I certainly helped her
polish off her bowl that night.
On subsequent evenings in the pub, when accompanied by mussel eaters or potential mussel eaters I myself
have boldly ordered bowls “for the table,” and dug in with
real relish. Okay, so I have enjoyed using the shells to lap
up the Dijon cream sauce every bit as much as I’ve ap-

preciated the little mustard-yellow mussels themselves, but
in certain situations, I really have eaten them by choice.
Sometimes I’ve even chewed.
Last summer, I even ventured to try them in another restaurant in town, where they appeared in smoked form,
in a salad that also featured goat cheese (one of nature’s
most perfect foods). Divine. I made a mental note to myself
to find out where I could buy smoked mussels for my very
own home use.
Oddly, that note is still hanging on my mental
refrigerator door, a year later. My failure to take the next
step—i.e. to actually buy mussels in a store and take them
home—turned out to provide my first clue about the situational parameters of my mussel eating. It’s public. Preferably, it’s done in a gathering with friends, good conversation, and a bit of beer to both guide them on their path, and
loosen my resistance to their traveling it.
Wanna hear the rest of the story of Lisa’s attempt to harvest
and eat mussels (well, actually mussel, singular) from the
beach in Brooklin, Maine? Check our website, for this special web-only story! (Isn’t that exciting? Our first web-only
special!) http://www.gustavus.edu/~poconnor.
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Helen Keller: A Different Kind of Empiricism?
Lisa writes: One of the advantages of having your
own ‘zine is that you can print in it any idea you happen to
stir up, throw in the oven, and remove, half-baked, when
the power fails in a gigantic midsummer electrical storm.
Such, I fear, is the case with this little stück. If it were real
philosophy, or even real biography, for heaven’s sakes, I
would have done some actual research in an attempt to
legitimate my assertions. As it is, I base my entire thin little
philosophical thesis—for that, in the end, is what is on offer
here—on the reading of one short, speculative book review,
and my third-grade recollections of Helen Keller. Don’t say
I didn’t warn you.

about disability, education and language.”
For Bérubé, Keller’s writing shows that “we are
all, to one degree or another, derivative;” we’re all “crazy
patchworks,” “Chinese puzzles” of others’ ideas. Sure; I
can go with that. But I want to try out another interpretation, one that understands Keller’s absorption of others’
texts as a kind of perceptual activity, the equivalent, for her,
of seeing images or hearing sounds. What if we understood
Keller’s reading, and her storing of bits and chunks of
prose, as akin to the painter’s storing of visual snippets, or
a musician’s storing of aural ones? What if sentences and
words are something like her “sense data” or (to avoid the
unwarranted links to Bertrand Russell that phrase provokes)
the raw material of her creative art?
Critics of young Keller expressed incredulity that
she could have memorized such large chunks of text without even remembering their original source. Is this in fact
surprising? (Well, okay, it’d be surprising if I accomplished
it; I no longer even recognize my own writing, let alone
being able to quote it verbatim.) I think it’s only surprising if you think of sentences and paragraphs as original
creations—mental creations or concepts. If you think of
them as some very different kind of sense data, the feat
of memory may become less surprising. After all, do you
remember—and credit—the source of your visual memory
of a particular shade of blue?
I don’t mean to condone or—surely—to praise plagiarism. But I am not sure that such categories as “original”
or “plagiarized” can be so seamlessly applied to the case of
someone whose mental fabric would differ so fundamentally from that of a person like me, someone who relies
heavily upon sight and hearing as the sources of her mental
life. How do I understand—how do I even imagine—a
mental life that is basically devoid of images and sounds?
Notice how my inability to understand is expressed even in
the way I describe Keller’s mental life; I characterize it in
terms of what it lacks, not what it is. I—inescapably shaped
by my sight and hearing—cannot fathom what “takes the
place” of those pictures and sounds for people who don’t
use sight and hearing. But perhaps Keller’s use of text in
“The Frost King” provides us with one example. Perhaps
text is her color palate.
Keller’s own words give some substance to this
suggestion. Writing years later about the “Frost King”
incident, she observed “I have ever since been tortured by
the fear that what I write is not my own. For a long time,
when I wrote a letter, even to my mother, I was seized with
a sudden feeling, and I would spell the sentences over and
over, to make sure that I had not read them in a book….2 It
is certain that I cannot always distinguish my own thoughts
from those I read, because what I read become the very
substance and texture of my mind.” That last phrase says

In 2003, Helen Keller’s autobiography, The Story
of My Life, was reissued, a spark from which reignited a
controversy that had begun in Keller’s childhood. Michael
Bérubé, reviewing the autobiography for The Nation, rehearses the tale that is, apparently, familiar to those whose
study of Keller extended beyond the third grade.1
In 1892, when she was twelve years old, young
Helen published a short story, “The Frost King.” As luck
would have it, someone else—namely, Margaret Canby—
had already published much of this story herself some years
earlier, and, yes, someone had read that story to Helen in
1888. (Remember: “read to Helen,” means “signed into her
palm, letter by letter.”)
When young Helen’s infraction was made public,
it became a very large, very public scandal. Some took the
incident to show what they’d known all along; Keller was
“little more than a ventriloquist’s dummy” or “a living lie,”
who simply repeated the words and ideas of Anne Sullivan,
her teacher. Others sought to defend her, by arguing that
what she wrote actually represented an astonishing, prodigious feat—but a feat of memorization, not of writing.
Canby herself took this tack, refusing to call it plagiarism—
a label, she said, which would be unbelievably “unkind,”
“given the circumstances.” It was a prodigious feat; consider that four years yawned between the time the text was
read to her, and her reproducing great wide swaths of it
verbatim.
Bérubé, the reviewer, doesn’t think Keller a liar;
indeed, he’s pretty astonished by her memorization feats
himself. But, he asks, what if this astonishing memory
really shows us that Keller was not a gifted writer at all;
“what if Hellen Keller’s education, focused as it was on the
skills of reading and writing, amounted to a kind of program for an artificial intelligence—an intelligence designed
to understand, memorize and generate language?” In the
end, Bérubé soundly rejects the “Keller-as-Cyborg” thesis,
arguing that she is in fact a brilliant writer, her autobiography “one of world literature’s most extraordinary narratives
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phashion philosopher:
November 2005

Mysterious Kyoto
egg). This love of beauty is everywhere: the precisely
executed, white-gloved, hand signals by station masters as
the subway doors close; the presentation of change by the
clerk at any cash register; the ritualistic morning cleaning
of every shop’s threshold. What a miraculous culture.
I know that consistent, shared values of beauty in
Japan and the attendant homogeneity of the culture pose
significant limitations for many, but as a visitor, I was
fascinated in the most envious way. How did a significant
culture ever develop such a rarified vision of beauty, and
how can it so deeply pervade everyday life? This, perhaps
an even deeper mystery than the one I came to see.

Bruce Norelius, our man of phashion, writes:I arrived in Kyoto in early November, excited and a bit anxious, wondering if I was a worthy pilgrim in this aesthetic
holy city. Combine Virgo, Lutheran and Midwesterner,
and the result is someone approaching travel like an earnest
freshman who has accidentally ended up in a 400-level
Ancient Hebrew Literature seminar for which he feels distinctly unworthy.
I came in search of spatial mystery. This exploration has been my personal pursuit for the last year, and
Kyoto was to be the culminating destination after many
months of seeking this elusive quality. I found it everywhere here, in places I expected and others I didn’t. Predictably, the gardens for which the city is famous are full of
spatial mystery, indeed designed to enshrine mystery, with
spatial devices such as shakkei (“borrowed landscape”)
and meigakure (“now you see it, now you don’t”). A stunning surprise was the spatial mystery I saw in the siting of
Buddhist and Shinto temples. Many of these are set at the
confluence of the great flat valley in which Kyoto sits and
the dramatic wooded mountains that surround the city. One
enters the temple precincts directly from the intense dense
grid of the city, dwells for a metaphorical moment among
the exquisite composition of temples, subtemples, Zen gardens and walkways, and then becomes aware these are all
simply a gateway for the true sacred and mysterious space:
the sublime dark wilderness beyond.
The mystery exists at smaller scales as well, and
even my tiny ryokan room was richly layered such that the
whole was never experienced simultaneously. (By the way,
it was subtly divulged that Charlie Chaplin and his bride
stayed in this room on their honeymoon. Why they stayed
in this, the tiniest room in the ryokan, was a question to me
that remains unanswered due to comically impenetrable
language barriers between the staff and myself. That this is
lore in the hotel some eighty years later, however, is illustrative of the importance of history and tradition in Japan.)
But like all good travel, I found more—and other—
than I came looking for. The aspect of Kyoto for which no
guidebook prepared me was its pervasive and distinctive
aesthetic sensibility. I was surprised to see the extent to
which the impossibly impractical still shapes beauty here:
the rarified world of the geisha, the strict choreography of
the tea ceremony, the rigid narrative structure of traditional
Noh theatre all have their contemporary manifestations:
I’ve never seen so many impractical—albeit exquisitely
beautiful—shoes on women, whose gait is severely restricted by the tyrannical architecture of their footwear.
Beautiful, painstakingly crafted food: one course of twelve
I had the night I ate true Kyoto style was described on the
menu as “cooked salad of soft roe with egg of Pacific cod,
berry of Chinese matrimony vine, prawn with sea urchin,
jelly prepared sea bream, baked hairtail with unfiltered soy
sauce with miso, zimmered ayu, sushi of adductor muscle
of scallop, young Ginkgo nut and a kind of Taro with Pine
leaf” (this beautiful assemblage was no larger than a small

Paris, continued
I walk Sofie back to Gare du Nord, and later that
evening, after a leisurely stroll to dinner, take the metro to
the Arc de Triomphe and Champs Elysees, overwhelmed
with the heady, disorienting mix of history, culture, politics,
and the most upscale shopping on the planet.
Monday 9/18: I rise early before my flight to explore Rue
Montorgueil, a cobblestone street of food shops where of
course I am obligated to inspect, by which I mean sample,
a sizeable array of baked goods and other delicacies. (The
shop that sells absinthe opens by 9 a.m.) As I walk back to
the hotel to collect my luggage, Jardin Les Halles insists
upon at least a brief stroll, or why else did I find myself
there? At the airport, the ticket agent pulls a paper parcel
out of my carry-on, inquiring, “What is in ze bag?” Bread.
“Aaahhh, Franshh bread!” he proclaims with a smile.
Whether he is reveling in the baking prowess of his country
or teasing me a bit is not entirely clear. Soon a grim security agent is asking, “In zis bag?” Bread. He breaks out in
a smile, pausing to alert a nearby co-worker with a wand,
“Doan brekk ze bread.” And again emphatically, “Doan
brekk ze bread!!”
Airport concern for national baked goods notwithstanding, an endless, motionless security line renders me a
hovering bundle of anxiety. At this rate I will never make
my plane. Construction work at the airport has brought
passage from security to gates almost to a halt. Yet no announcements are made, no one is moved up in line due to
an immediate departure. I am the only person in this sea of
traveling humanity who appears on the verge of a nervous
breakdown. What’s wrong with this place? After finally
running the multiple security line gauntlet, I reach a shuttle
already pulling out and run screaming to flag it down, then
arrive at the gate at least 45 minutes past my scheduled
departure. A flight attendant greets me in a pleasant and
calming tone; clearly she is highly skilled in dealing with
Americans and other neurotics. Then we sit and wait for the
remaining passengers, while the flight attendants dispense
cups of water and more calming smiles. Before long, the
plane is in the air, the champagne is uncorked, an array of
fresh patisserie goods and paperbacks lies in easy reach
under the seat, and all is well.
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Russia, continued
religion even under Communism. At present there was a
public debate about whether Lenin’s body should be buried
because many thought his soul was badly tortured for having been in a tomb above ground for so long.
We set out on the mile walk to Metro Universitetskaya. Just past a large, art deco looking gilded library, we
saw our first homeless dogs. It was a small group composed
of three Chow mixes, another big black one that we could
not identify and one that looked like a Golden Retriever.
They sat on an embankment off the street as though it was
their place. Further down, two more were eating something in the snow. Many such dogs can be seen throughout
Moscow. Some even rode the metro or slept on heating
grates inside it. Seen up close, they were in bad shape. The
human-caSome even rode the Metro or slept on heating
grates inside it. Seen up close, they were in bad shape.
The human-canine rule was that the dogs not approach the
people. Any dog that bit (bothered?) a person was killed
immediately. In a recent program, homeless men had been
paid 1,000 roubles (about $40) for each dog they caught.
The captured dogs were sterilized and put back on the
streets. “Volunteers” sometimes brought them food.
Alexey told us that he supported Vladimir Putin
who was combining the best of the West with a return of
the Soviet social net. We were to hear the same view the
next day when we met Natalia Blokhina, a feminist philosopher with whom I’d been in email contact.
On December 26, the driver arrived at 7:45 for the
9:30 train. Traffic was congested. The train station was only
about five miles away, so we were not concerned at the
outset. We crawled for another half hour and then came to
a complete stop. It was 8:30. The driver said “Metro!” and
he made a sudden U-turn at a metro entrance. But there was
no place to park until he was able to drive up on a sidewalk,
long blocks away. He put all of our bags out and we began
to gather up what we could carry. “Go!” he said, “Run!”
and gestured back toward the metro. He took Kaarina’s
large suitcase and one plastic bag of food. Kaarina had two
plastic bags of food, her small suitcase and her large shoulder bag. I had my small suitcase, my heavy large shoulder
bag and a smaller shoulder bag that contained vodka, liquor
and a couple of bottles of beer, as well as my coat stuffed in
another bag.
The driver strode ahead and Kaarina and I ran and
scrambled to keep up. The sidewalks were covered in ice
and for much of the distance we had to carry our wheeled
bags. I was used to walking my dogs up and down the hilly
area where I live, but not to this full-out exertion. Once,
after recovering from a stumble, I stopped, watching the
driver wait for us up ahead while Kaarina ran full out ahead
of me, carrying all of her stuff. I knew that carrying what
must have been 70 lbs, or over half my body weight of 125
pounds, in 25 degree temperature, would have been enough
to precipitate a heart attack for a 62 year old smoker, if my
heart weren’t good. However, my heart wasn’t even pounding. I vacillated between disgust at the greedy absurdity of
the situation and satisfaction with the physical confidence it
yielded.
When we got to the metro, it looked as though the
whole of Moscow had rushed there to escape the gridlock,
but it was only rush hour, the city stops working at eight.
We lugged, pushed and defended our way down the steps,
through the metro gates, onto the escalator and finally into

a car. I could tell from the driver’s face that we would
probably make it. People were looking at us with curiosity.
There were two vacant seats and now chivalrous, the driver
gestured for us to sit. I preferred to stand for a while.
We reached our stop at 9:15 and rushed to the escalator and out of the station. We sprinted across a slippery
plaza. The train tracks were right there, outdoors. Our train
was still there. We found our car and one of the two waiting Chinese porters glanced at our passports and took our
tickets. The driver helped us into the compartment, carrying
most of our bags. I tipped him and he smiled broadly and
shook our hands with a bone-crushing grasp. It was warm
in the compartment and relatively clean. We no sooner
stowed our stuff away under the bottom bunk and in the
broad space next to the top bunk, when the train started to
move. We really had just made it.
We had miscalculated in thinking that the hard part
of the trip would be the train ride. In fact, clanging, lurching, rolling and rumbling across Siberia in a confined space
was a mainly touristic experience. By day three, I realized that my inability to concentrate on a book was what
normal people consider a vacation. We had the Number 4
train from Moscow to Beijing, which was the only train on
which first class passengers could shower. We stopped for
between 2 and 20 minutes at the following places in Russia:
Balyezino, Perm 2 (gateway to Siberia), Yekaterinburg,
Tyumen, Ishim, Omsk, Barabinsk, Novosibirsk, Tayga,
Mariinsk, Bogotol, Achinsk 1, Krasnoyarsk, Ilanskaya,
Tayshet, Nizhneudinsk, Zima, Angarsk, Irkutsk Sortirovka,
Irkutsk, Slyudyanka 1, Ulan Ude, Gusinoye Ozero, Dzhida,
Naushki and Dozorny. Siberia had many industrialized
cities, and huge Soviet-style buildings at the train stations.
The kiosks sold uniform selections of soft drinks, chips
and cheap souvenirs. Bundled-up Babuskas restocked them
from carts with sled runners. Russian customs officials
checked papers and searched all compartments at Naushki,
an exacting procedure lasting four hours. In Mongolia, we
stopped at Suhbaatar, Darhan, and Zuunhara, before reaching Ulan Bator.
At 7:30 AM on December 31 we arrived in Ulan
Baator. We watched CNN in the room at the Chinggis
Khaan. Three famous people had died within the past two
days: James Brown, Gerald Ford and Sadam Hussein. Getting this news on New Year’s Eve was poignant, as though
the time of their deaths had all the more conclusively
thrown them into history.
We were driven in a Mercedes SUV that had
been part of President George W. Bush’s motorcade a
few months earlier. As in Moscow, the homeless dogs sat
watchfully off walkways---looking like frozen furry sentinels. We went to Migjed Janraisig. The communists had
destroyed this temple in 1938, but a replacement was built
in 1996. A gold-gilded, painted copper statue stood 26.5
metres high. The plump, smiling Bodhisaatva of Compassion had Kewpie doll features.
1*

© Naomi Zack, LLC, 2007. For the full essay, email me at
nzack@uoregon.edu, .
2
Kaarina Beam teaches philosophy at Linfield College in Mcminnville, Oregon. While I use “we” throughout these events, I mean
it mainly to indicate that there were two of us and not that I am
speaking for both of us, because she’s planning her own account.
3
In-Flight Russian, Living Language, A Random House Company, 2001.
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The question Peg would really ask during an audience with the pope....

Who Sits in the Chair?
The chair

Peg writes: I notice tennis courts wherever I go; it’s an old habit. I notice their surfaces and
colors.* On the day that we were touring the Vatican museums, I happened to glance out the
window where I spied a tennis court on a rooftop below my vantage point. This, I assume, is
the papal tennis court. I was struck by the presence of the umpire’s chair, which struck me as
odd. If the pope were playing tennis on his court in the Vatican, which is his independent state
complete with post office, could anyone rightfully and effectively occupy that chair and overrule his calls? Does the pope’s infallibility extend beyond matter of church doctrine and biblical
interpretation? Alas, no, if that chair tells us anything.
* I can also immediately recognize the sound of a tennis ball being hit, even where one least expects
there to be a court, as was the case the day we took the Archeobus tour out to the ancient aqueducts. I
could not see the courts, however. Massive trees obscured them.
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What’s in a Name?
August, 2007, Peg aka Glimwhistle writes: Lisa
and I are enjoying a two day sojourn on Monhegan Island,
located approximately ten miles off the coast of Maine
near Rockland. Our plan is to finish this present edition of
Philosophers on Holiday, which clearly we must have accomplished if you are reading this article [two years later].
Monhegan, home to fishermen for more than four
hundred years and artists and vacationers for the last one
hundred, has some beautiful hiking trails. Though the
island is less than a mile wide and less than two miles long,
there are seventeen miles of trails.
After dropping off our bags
and enjoying a quick lunch, we two
intrepid adventurers set off on a
hike. We planned for two hours, but
we failed to heed any of the basic
rules about hiking. We did have a
backpack, but none of the ten essentials were in it. We also had our flash
drives for our laptops, which would
prove useless in any trail emergency.
Lest the reader be wary that something awful happened to us and thus
is reluctant to continue reading, rest
assured nothing bad transpired.
Some of the trails go immediately along the cliffs, having
at least a one hundred foot drop to the water and rocks.
At these points, it is best not to lean too far, since as one
brochure warned, no one who has fallen from those points
has been rescued. Lisa and I quickly translated that warning into symbolic notation and stepped carefully along the
trail. Other parts of the trail system are more wooded, and
I felt as if I were practically leaping down the trail, my feet
leaving no trace. This sensation made my mind turn to the
probing question that anyone who reads fantasy novels as
a kid (or adult) would have. The question is this: if you had
to belong to a nonhuman race, would you be an elf, troll,
gnome, hobbit, dwarf, fairy or pixie? I immediately knew
that I would be an elf; who would not want some magical
powers, fantastic athleticism, and smart little outfits? The
problem was my name, and so as we were hiking along,
I asked Lisa for my Elfin name. Without any noticeable
hesitation, she responded, “Glimwhistle.” As much as I was
stunned by the celerity of her response, I was more stunned
by its rightness.
Lisa’s recognition of her fantasy race has been a bit
slower. As an admirer of wordmanship--puns, hinky dinks,
Tom Swifties, and all clever turns of phrase--she knew she
would need to be a member of a race that likes verbal play.
Pixies are little tricksters, and Lisa belongs to the noble
line of the Verba-Pixies. Like elves, pixies do have some

magical abilities. Lisa’s clearly has been revealed in her
Power to Name. The rub, of course, is that she cannot name
herself. I ask any readers who share this Power to Name to
contact us, so that Lisa’s identity may be truly forged.
Postscript: After writing this short piece, Lisa and
I took one more hike the morning of our departure. We
chose to hike along Trail 11, known as the Cathedral Woods
Trail. At the head of this trail is a small placard, informing hikers that this is the fairy house trail. Homebuilders
are not allowed to use anything living and must remain on
the trail, according to the sign. We
were instantly intrigued, and set out
to find the fairy houses. Some were
quite easy to spot, since they were
the equivalent of McMansions on
tiny lots. Others blended so seamlessly into the environment that they
seemed camouflaged. These most
often involved clever uses of the
curve of roots or hollows in trunks.
Many houses made good use of small
pine cones, fallen leaves, and broken
branches. One of our favorites was
situated along the edge of a mosscovered stone. Some of the more
upscale stately homes used sea glass
in a non-gaudy fashion. Something
happened to us on that trail, however. It was as if we became capitalist developers, spotting sites that would make
for perfect fairy house condominium complexes. We knew
that it was time to leave that trail.

What IS in a Name?
Lisa writes: On Friday, April 22, 2005, the Word of the Day was:
chrestomathy (kres-TOM-uh-thee), noun
1. A volume of selected literary passages, usually by one author.
2. A selection of literary passages from a foreign language,
especially one assembled for studying a language.
What interested me about a word like this, considering the matter in terms of philosophy of language, is the degree to which
my own world-language glob has accreted to the degree that it
is almost impossible for me to imagine creating a space for this
thing-word. Do you know what I mean? Sometimes when you
learn a new word, don’t you just think “that is one I’m going to
use, yep.” A word like “chrestomathy” is exactly not such a word;
chrestomathy is not any part of my world. I don’t mean it’s just
not part of the world of my activities (in the way that, e.g., a word
involving golf or podiatry is outside my world). Chrestomathy is
outside in a more fundamental sense—in the “my world doesn’t
slice things up that way” sense. I can’t ever imagine myself thinking in terms that would require me to use it.
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Peaceful
Coexistence:

porch after the “seasons” of tree debris and that usually fits
around the Fourth of July, but this year the detritus seems
to be thick upon the ground (and porch) week in and week
out. Does this mean I don’t have to do it at all? Or that I
must do it repeatedly and live with the lack of satisfaction
that comes of washing the sticky goo off the car windows
in the evening of one day only to find it has returned by the
morning of the next? A doe has been passing through to
munch the last few days. And let’s just not talk about the
cats, ok? Too many of my friends love cats and they get
very cross when I complain about the little “presents” that
are left for me in the flowerbeds as the ever present neighbor cats flit about in that way cats have, completely outside
the law.
I’ll do my best to be patient with Nature. But if you
should happen to see an expired woodpecker hanging
upside down in my yard, well…don’t ask me any questions
you don’t want to hear the answer to.

Battling Mother Nature
One Homestead at a Time
Barb TB writes (summer 2006): After nearly 16 years
as a homeowner of the same wooden house in a neighborhood of half to three-quarters acre lots full of mostly vinyl
sided homes, I find the ongoing battle with nature quite
troublesome. I realize I have squatted on Nature’s territory.
But I mean well. I have not poured a lot of chemicals onto
the ground nor built a structure that is pompous. I have
at times carted birdseed to feed birds, and yes squirrels,
through the winter. I have endured the assault on my stone
walls as the chipmunks burrow into the backs of them to
make a nice little home from which to survey the flowers
they love to vandalize. I’ve learned to like the plants that
the animals will leave alone rather than spending lots of
money pouring deterrents and poisons on the ground/plants
to dissuade the critters. I’ve stood in awe at the window as
Jay points out the latest species of woodpecker or finch at
the feeder. It’s nice to have them around. Or is it?
We are being driven a little batty by woodpeckers this
summer. We had a brief stint of the little darlings attacking
the chimney late one fall a few years ago—a fact that the
Cornell people found “unnatural.” It ended, leaving some
nasty holes in the boards that run up and down along the
corners, but the siding of the chimney has various other
travails and it’s high off the ground, so it wasn’t a major
eyesore. There was no recurrence. But this year’s carpenter
bees (a very nasty and noisy lot) have nested all along the
fascia boards and we are awaking each day (much before our plan) to the rat-tat-tat of as many as three downy
woodpeckers at a time. They are after that juicy delicacy,
the carpenter bee larva.
We have tried the Mylar strips flapping in the windows
to frighten them. Seems to work by streaks but not consistently. We put black outlines of raptors on pieces of white
paper and hung them in the windows. The peckers laughed.
I tired of going outside to shoo them away. When they
pecked, I banged on the wall on the inside of the house.
One morning this action was met with a loud “crash” as the
picture on the wall in the bathroom adjacent to my “banging room” came tumbling down behind the toilet seat.
(Don’t go in there with your shoes off for a while, please.
I’ll vacuum better next week.)
Meanwhile, it seems to be the start of Mud Wasp Season
today, which this year overlaps with woodpecker season.
And “tree stuff” season. I’ve always tried to scrub the

1. The males can’t sting…. Small comfort sez me. Yes, I know
we have to remove the boards, clean out the bee nests, replace the
boards with something that they won’t bother, etc. Can I borrow
your three-story scaffolding?

Tell Doctors Phil
Dear Phils on Hol,
I was conducting an archeological dig in my study this
morning, and came across the Winter, 2003-04 issue of
PoH, and reread your essay on “The Incredible Shrinking
Private.” It stayed with me a long time when I originally
read it, and it came back to me again when I was encouraging my students to attend a forum on the Patriot Act, trying
to muster something, for heaven’s sakes!!! about the intrusion into their privacy that this travesty of a law permits...
with no success whatsoever. They must just accept the fact
that anyone can learn anything about them they want, feds
or not, through the internet, and of course, none of them
would ever even dream of thinking, much less saying or
doing anything the fesds would be interested in (or so they
think!), so in the words of that great philosopher Alfred E.
Neuman, WHAT, ME WORRY?
Anyway, just some fan mail to let you know that your ‘zine
makes intelligible the otherwise opaque ways of today’s
undergraduates.
Keep on truckin!
Colette Hyman
Winona, Minnesota
We welcome both arrows and boquets, to Phil on Hol, c/o
Peg O’Connor, P.O. Box 363, Brooklin, ME 04616, or
heldke@gac.edu, poconnor@gac.edu
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e-pistle 1 March 1999
Okay. Now, to be fair to us, we haven’t really been sitting on this e-pistle from Hudson Valley’s Gary Allen since 1999...but it
has been in our files since the last issue came out. We fear the art exhibit it describes has probably closed, and niece Hilary is probably off conducting a youth symophony by this time.

Gary Allen writes: On Friday, the territorial “O-ka-REEEEEEEEEE!” cry of a male Red Winged Blackbird
greeted me as I left for work in the morning. On the way to the train station yesterday (Sunday), I spotted dozens of newly
returned robins -- the first of the new season. It was gray and blustery, but the promise of spring was in the air.
(Our niece Hilary was going to perform in a concert of the Eastern Youth Orchestra -- an honors group culled
from the music students of twelve states -- at Carnegie Hall. At the train station, we met up with the first part of a small
army of friends and relatives who were to attend the concert. We picked up more at the next stop on the MetroNorth Hudson line).
At Grand Central, we split up into two factions -- the ones who wanted a heavy dose of culture and the ones who
wanted to go window-shopping on Fifth Avenue. The four snobs began their visit by admiring the newly renovated terminal itself. It truly is beautiful--’though I did criticize the typography on the automated arrivals/departures signs. (What
were they thinking—sans serif and all caps in this revitalized Beaux Arts temple?)
The Gang of Four proceeded to the Whitney, to see the retrospective of Ray Johnson, the inventor of correspondence art. The floor above the Johnson show has a retrospective of Duane Hanson. I knew that the Hanson show would be
the most crowded, because he’s so much better known, and because people can safely indulge their secret preference for
representational art with Hanson. We started there.
His incredibly realistic life-size sculptures of ordinary people standing (or sitting) around in ordinary surroundings
are strangely unsettling. Gallery-goers look at them as if they were actual living people who, for unexplained reasons, are
unaware of being observed. They’re just people who don’t happen to be alive or dead -- just somehow absent from their
bodies for a while. Art lovers routinely walk up behind the seated figure of an elderly woman, lean over her shoulder and
read the letter in her lap. (It was just an ordinary letter, recounting the ordinary things that mark ordinary lives—I don’t
know what I was hoping to see.)
Looking over the shoulder of another statue (of a woman in a folding chair selling old magazines and used books
at a flea market) one discovers that she is reading an article about Duane Hanson in a back issue of Art Forum. It’s a coy
joke that is at once a frivolous and suggestive of some deeper insight -- a deeper insight I don’t try to find.
I watched one young woman examining the faces of sculptures of a handsome blonde student and a rugged-faced
cowboy—her face about four inches from theirs. She treated these inanimate objects as if they were slabs of meat in a
singles bar, but a singles bar that encouraged an infinitely familiar investigation of potential mates. I was embarrassed to
be confronted by something so personal in a public place, but I could not look away.
After all, the entire exhibit was a culturally sanctioned orgy of voyeurism.
Dr. Sanscravat

Tell Doctors Phil, continued
Hi Lisa and Peg,
public forums earlier this year. Said Savage: ``He is not
content to sit in an ivory tower -- he prefers to be among
the people in the marketplace, the malls and the waterfront.’’ And March says that he is eager to take up his new
post -- even if it is unpaid. He plans to offer Dartmouth
residents a ``working person’s’’ perspective on economics,
justice and politics. Said March, who will continue teaching: ``There seems to be a fear among the public and politicians of being accused of being thoughtful in this country.’’

I have been discussing MN’s recent rejection of a poet
laureate with a friend of mine who is a librarian. I brought
up your article about philosopher laureates, and he actually
found a real one! According to this 1991 article, a city in
Nova Scotia had a philosopher laureate:
Maclean’s, 6/10/91, Vol. 104, Issue 23
FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Dartmouth, N.S., is taking a thoughtful approach to civic
affairs. Last month, Mayor John Savage appointed Peter
March, a professor at St. Mary’s University, as the city’s official philosopher laureate. Savage offered March the honorary position -- the first of its kind in Canada, the mayor
said -- after hearing him debate civic issues at several

Travis Nygard, Pittsburgh and Fargo
Check out Travis’s Wikipedia entry on the sandwich loaf (complete with photos!) at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sandwich_loaf
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Murder, she deduced
bano, the protagonist in Andrea Camilleri’s series.
Montalbano is a Sicilian police officer who has no
qualms about using whatever ruses he can to extract
information, including pretending to be choked by
an interview subject, which causes his minions to
come running in to his “rescue” and placing said
interview subject under arrest. Montalbano has also
been known to arrest a chef who, by means of poor
preparation, ruins, or perhaps more accurately for
Montalbano, desecrates, a beautiful piece of fish.
Montalbano has absolutely no use for pompous fools,
and would happily arrest them for being such.
Together, Lisa and I enjoy Stephanie Plum.
The mystery is secondary to the development of characters, and what a cast of characters Janet Evanovich
has created. Stephanie Plum, bail bondsperson,
regularly attired in spandex and covered in powdered
sugar from her doughnut cache, driving a car that
inevitably will be blown to bits by some one of her
enemies, finds trouble at every turn. Her partners in
her work shenanigans include Lula, a self-described
former ‘ho who favors leopard-print spandex and
Stephanie’s Grandma Mazur, whose favorite hobby
is attending wakes and climbing into the caskets to
check the quality of the makeup. Our rule is that the
first person reading the book may not read all the
funny lines aloud.
This publication happily accepts book reviews and recommendations. Send us yours, knowing
that very rare is the mystery one or the other of us
does not like.

Peg writes: Many of the philosophers we know love
murder mysteries. At most conferences we attend, conversation takes a turn to murder mysteries, our favorite
authors and their protagonists. Some of us may not remember a character’s last name, but we remember their
profession. Others remember an author’s first name
and the setting of her books but little else. Collectively,
we usually manage to get enough useful information
to scribble on a scrap of paper or napkin that we safely
tuck away.
We also talk about when we got Hooked. Many
of us started young; I was devouring Nancy Drew and
Hardy Boy mysteries It was not long before I left the
shelves of the children’s library behind in search of
more interesting offerings in the regular library; soon I
was trading Agatha Christie books with my grandmother.
Some of us love the challenge of unraveling a
puzzle, which is not dissimilar to the ways we approach
difficult proofs in logic. The thrill is in the solving. In
a sense, it is a matter of besting the author with our rapier-sharp analytic minds. We are insulted by mysteries
that are too transparent or have such obvious clues that
no one could possibly miss them. Others of us suspend
our desire to solve, and simply give ourselves over to a
good tale. We leave ourselves open to surprise.
Lisa and I have different mystery tastes from
each other. Lisa likes “cozies” involving a small number
of characters in a small, confined setting. The murder
usually happens somewhat offstage, with no accompanying gory detail. The murder is secondary; it serves as
an efficient cause to bring the main characters into play.
I tend toward to the psychological thrillers, the ones
where I am just a little too afraid to read them when
home alone on a dark cold night.
I like two sorts of protagonists. First are the
ones who have a troubled history from which they can
never fully escape. They recognize their demons, and
entertain no notion of making peace with them. To
them, all that peace-making is a load of psychological babble. Those demons make them the person they
are. Dave Robicheaux in James Lee Burke’s novels is
the best example of this. He is surrounded by deadly
violence, which has seeped into his being. He is an
alcoholic who knows that sobriety for him is more of a
phase than a permanent way to be. You feel your head
pounding when Dave is hung over; no one does alcoholic better than James Lee Burke.
The other sort of protagonist I like is the one
who has a moral scheme that is rigid and at times a
bit askew. My favorite in this regard is Salvo Montal-

Hey!
Speaking of books
and reviews and
like that, check
out the latest
from poconnor,
published by Penn
State University
Press in the summer of 2008.
Morality and Our
Complicated Form
of Life: Feminist Wittgensteinian Metaethics
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Barb’s Briefs

Girl with Pearl Earring” (Scarlett Johannson), Jay says:
“It’s like a Merchant/Ivory film on Valium.”

If the characters in “Kitchen Stories” staged a production
of “Big Night,” you’d have the tone of “Green Butchers.”
Add liberal allusions to “Sweeney Todd” and you have it.
A very well done, if morbid, little piece of cinema. You’ll
not look at marinade the same ever again.”

Asymmetrical Relations
Volume Deux: La Vie Lapin

Following a trail of previews from “The Green Butchers”
we came up with “A Love Song for Bobby Long,” which
probably everyone but me has already seen.... If not:
*Like Travolta/hate Travolta: You’ll probably like this.Like
*New Orleans/hate New Orleans: You’ll probably like this.
*Like dancing/hate dancing: You’ll probably like this.
(Dancing is not pivotal to the plot, but it’s Travolta!) The
extras on the DVD interviewing the director/screenwriter
are even pretty good.Our thumbs (and Roger’s) are up.

Lisa writes: The short-lived television show “Greg the
Bunny” featured a wacky world where people and puppets
live side by side.1 Greg, the star of the show, was a small
rabbit puppet. In an early short film, made by his creators
made before they Hit It Big, Greg’s human companions
attempt to persuade him that he only exists as an animate
being when they make him do so. Greg, on the other hand,
is convinced he is real, that he exists all the time. After all,
he experiences time as a continuous flow, doesn’t he? If he
were just a sock on someone’s hand, Greg reasons, he’d
have lapses in his consciousness—but he doesn’t. Thus, he
must be real. Q.E.D. To prove him wrong, Greg’s “handlers” stuff him in a sack and then pull him out again later,
in a different locale. Greg is convinced that no time has
elapsed; when they point out to him that the background
scenery has changed dramatically, he is crushed.
I feel a little bit like Greg the Bunny during these
summer months spent in Maine. Brooklin in July sure
seems normal to me; this is just the way things are. After
all, it’s always like this, when I’m here! Of course for my
year-round neighbors (my puppet handlers), July isn’t
ordinary at all; it’s summer. And I’m a sock in a sack. The
asymmetry of this relation kills me.
But wait; maybe I’m not Greg! Maybe the town
is Greg. Maybe, when I go home at the end of August,
the town ceases to exist as an animated place, and is only
switched on by my presence again in the following June!
Yeah, that’s it!
Such is the familiar conceit of the tourist, the
traveler, the Person From Away. Clever references to a hip,
recent television show don’t really change the blunt fact
that I, like every other person-who-summers, would really
rather that reality went in the sack when we left town, so
we wouldn’t miss anything.

So, for the David Lynch fans out there, the “Short Films of
David Lynch” is on Netflix and it is probably something people with more than one Flik at a time should consider. It’s
very frustrating/aggravating; even though the films are very
SHORT, they are peppered with very aggravating sounds
(especially) and lack of understandability (but then isn’t that
WHY one watches DL films?). I liked the introductions (him
talking to the camera) a lot more than the films, except for
the Harry Dean Stanton one (“The Cowboy and the Frenchman”), in which he says ‘What the hell is going on?” about
40 times in the course of two minutes. (Well, I’m exaggerating a bit, but when your current nemesis is irritating you,
just say “what the hell is going on?” over and over.....even if
nothing is actually going on.)

...There is the movie blockbuster
...There is the “straight to DVD” movie
...There is the made for TV movie
...and then...
…There is the movie that should have gone straight to
soundtrack. “The Departed” is one of those! Mark Wahlberg’s performance is virtually non-existent. Who. Did. He.
Pay. Off?

1
Let me just be clear; this was not the Muppet Show. True,
the characters on “Greg the Bunny” did work for a children’s
program called “Sweetknuckle Junction,” but that’s just it; they
worked for the show; it wasn’t their real life. In their off hours,
they swilled gin, played mean practical jokes on each other,
and dealt with death and loss. The show dealt with some pretty
serious human issues, using puppets as the vehicle. For instance,
in one episode, Greg decides to return to his “puppish roots,” to
learn the puppish language, and to dress in a traditional puppish
style. The show was a wry and subtle examination of race, racism, and race pride.

“The Diving Bell and the Butterfly”: The whole idea of a
book was unbelievable (we both read it - Jay long ago, me
a couple years ago) but the idea of a movie and a movie by
the likes of Julian Schnabel, well.....seemed beyond unbelievable. It’s a “should see” and no, it’s not depressing. And
none of you will be surprised that Jay’s btb review was that
if this happens to him, he wants the letter board rearranged to
5 rows of 5 letters. worse yet is that I anticipated he’d have
some comment such as this.
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Keller, continued
it; “what I read becomes the very substance and texture of
my mind.” I’d go even further to say that, in a sense, what
she reads becomes the very substance and texture of her experience. Keller is always reading; it is one of her primary
means of interacting with the world. (I suppose we might
also say that touching is her primary means—and then go
on to identify the various specialized forms of touching
in which she engages, including those forms that involve
reading words. Putting it that way, I’m interested, though,
in thinking about the way in which reading would inform or
influence her experience of all these other forms of touch,
such that they, too, might be understood as reading of a
sort.)
So my thesis, which I’ll put in the form of a question, Alex, is this: wouldn’t it be possible to understand
Helen Keller as giving us a different kind of evidence for
empiricism? Or, perhaps, evidence for a different conception of empiricism?
Summer, 2008: I’ve recently been considering an
alternative way to understand Keller’s writing, one inspired
by the insights of Pierre Bayard, in his book How to Talk
About Books You Haven’t Read.3 In a chapter entitled
“Books You Have Forgotten,” Bayard considers the case of
Montaigne, who not only forgot every single solitary thing
about books he had read (including the very fact that he had
read them), but even forgot things he had himself written.
The embarrassing result is “that Montaigne does not even
recognize his own texts when they are quoted in his presence, leaving him to speak about texts he hasn’t read even
though he has written them” (55). What should we--and
Helen--take from this example? Bayard suggests that “we
should perhaps use the term unreading rather than reading
to characterize teh unceasing sweep of our forgetfulness.
This process involves both the disappearance and the blurring of references...” (56).
Helen Keller had only begun her own career as a
writer when she “unread” “The Frost King.” A child, her
forgetting bore a very different character from Montaigne’s
whose inability to recognize his own prose taunted him
with the terrifying specter of madness. Would that she and
Mongaigne alike could have comforted themselves with
Bayard’s astute realization that, ultimately, we are all such
unreaders, and the best thing we can do is get over it and
do what matters most--namely, develop our own creative
selves. Books--whether those we have written and forgotten
or read and forgotten, or even those we erroneously remember ourselves as having read--are, at their best, simply the
passages “toward ourselves.” “It is a traversal of books,”
Bayard concludes, “that a good reader engages in--a reader
who knows that every book is the bearer of part of himself
and can give him access to it, if only he has the wisdom not
to end his journey there” (178). Too careful attention to the

text--“an overly attentive reading,” Bayard calls it--turns
the literary work into an obstacle that distances the reader
from herself. (177) Keller’s (re)writing of “The Frost King”
is no literary offense; it is rather the early (and thus stillunrefined) effort of a writer seeking passage to herself.4
1. See “Written in Memory,” The Nation, August 4/11, 2003.
2. The philosophical nitpicker in me wants to stop here to observe
that Keller has committed the kind of mistake that Wittgenstein
says doesn’t make any sense—the equivalent of buying multiple
copies of the same newspaper to make sure the story is accurate.
3. A work I read, ironically, cover to cover.
4. Stop me before I interpret again. My own conclusion leads me
to consider another way to interpret Keller’s (re)writing, this one
inspired by the Borges short story, “Pierre Menard, Author of the
Quixote.” In Borges’s story, an imaginary critic praises the (verbatim) rewriting of Don Quixote by a twentieth-century writer.
The twentieth-century text, the critic leads us to understand, is an
entirely different work than Cervantes’s original--despite the superficial similarity (read: identical prose) of the two works. What
might such a critic have to say about the juvenile story of Helen
Keller, seemingly so similar to the mature work of Canby.

Where???
Confounding the matter of Dewey’s whereabouts
still further, Tom Alexander reports that JD and a
sidekick (is that a variant or misspelling of the name
Peirce in the window off to the left there?) appear
to have hung out their shingle in this very upscale
looking building in Santa Fe. Tom notes, “As for the
thoughts of what ‘Dewey’s Law Office’ in gay 90s
Santa Fe might have been like, well the imagination
reels.” Indeed.
Where have you spotted your favorite philosopher
lately? Send us documentary evidence and we’ll
post it in the next issue.
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Where are they now?

Lauren Fleer writes: “I spotted
this sign off the road in the El Yunque
rainforest in Puerto Rico more than
a year ago, and it reminded me to renew my subscription to P on H.” [And
how has that renewal worked out for
you, Lauren?]
No one is particularly surprised to
learn that John Dewey is still busy as
an educator, more than fifty years after his death. Nor is it surprising he’d
pick a nice warm place like Puerto
Rico in which to live out his afterlife.

Another claim as to his whereabouts strains credulity a bit more,
however. Barb the Brief recently
wrote that “The Red Hook, New York
Post Office patron in line ahead of
The Brief recently was sporting a
“J. Dewey Gun Cleaning Products”
cap.” She goes on to ask, “In the current ‘inconvenient truth’ of the war in Iraq, would our John Dewey be cleaning guns
or marching on Washington? WWDD?” Good question, given Dewey’s views on WWI (for) and II (against), and his
involvement in the Outlawry of War movement.
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Friendship Traps

Do you sit alone in the employee cafeteria? Do you long
for someone--anyone--you could call to go out for a
latte--hell, for a D.Q. sandwich? Does your birthday
pass, unnoticed? Sir, or madam, don’t wait another day!

Order our fully-guaranteed Friendship Trap, and in just days, you’ll be

fending off more invitations than you can shake a stick at! Friendship Traps are entirely safe, nontoxic, and not harmful to pets or
humans. Friendship Traps do not use pyramid schemes, hypnosis, subliminal messages, or other underhanded means. They work using tried
and true methods; because these methods are patented, we are not at
a liberty to divulge them. Just take our word for it; fast, safe,
efficient friendship traps are the way to go, when you’re looking
for a friend. Order two--one for a friend!!!

Philosophers on holiday
c/o O’Connor
P.O Box 363, Brooklin, ME 04616
poconnor@gac.edu; heldke@gac.edu
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